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Tien-san of Tan-hsia was an early Zen master (d. 824)
who chopped up a Buddha image to make a fire. When he
was criticized he said, *I am burning the image to get the
jewel relic in it*. 'You can't find that except in a real
body'. 'Well, then, I am only burning wood/ was his
reply.
More drastic still was Hsuan-chien. 'Bodhidharma was
an old hairy barbarian. The Bodhisattvas are night soil-
men. The books are only—paper for base uses: what have
all these to do with salvation ?'
This was a technique for making the seeker find truth
for himself and in himself—of snubbing the discursive
reason, and letting intuition have free play.
I am indebted to Dr. Hu Shih for the following admir-
able summary:
The methodology of Zen has often been misunderstood. Some
regard it as mysticism; others call it sheer humbug. There is no
doubt that there is a dear method behind all the apparent madness
for which many Zen masters were famous. The method, as far as
I can understand it, has two important phases. First, the master
must not make things too easy for the novice; he must not preach to
him in too plain language, or even in any language. This is so
important that one of the great masters once said: *I owe everything
to my teacher because he never told anything nor explained anything
to me.'
When the novice comes to the master with some such abstract
question as the meaning of Zen or the message of Buddhism, the
teacher will say to him: When I was in Nanking last time, I made
a coat^ weighing 7 pounds'. Or he will say to him, *My dear fel-
low, how fine are the peach blossoms on yonder tree!' Or he will
shout at him a deafening shout. Or, if he is really deserving, he will
get a box on the ear.
So he retires to the kitchen, puzzled and probably burning with
shame or with pain. He stays on and, after a while, will be told to
leave the place to try his luck at some other great monastic school.
Here begins the second phase of the method which is technically
called 'travelling on foot'.
He travels from one hill to another, presenting his silly questions
to the various great masters presiding over the monastic schools. If
he fails to understand, he moves on. Most of the famous teachers

